Good day to all,
This email is to have a voice on what it has ment for my daughters to have a great education thanks to
ed choice. I did not know about ed choice until maybe 4 years ago where my daughter was attending
columbus city schools and she was qualified as gifted in reading due to receiving and achieving excellent
grades. At the moment we were a very low income family and unable to afford such expenses for great
education and also because of the low ranking for the schools that they were required to attend. I was
extended a hand by the program and by the school of choice explaining how the program works and
everything! Currently i have 3 daughters attending GCCS and i am thrilled! On one had there is one that
is not covered by the program being that she was already attending the school. I think that part should
change! Because the school that she is required to be in was added as a low ranking school already
after. We have been struggling to maintain our daughters in this school because of the education they
offer and challenges as students! We are are not low income right now but paying full scholar ships
would also be very hard for us! We are self employed and sometimes income is not as we expect it to
be. This school challenges our daughters to an extent to make them better human beings , better
leaders, teaching them Christian values and how to make better choices and learn so that when its there
turn in the world and become professionals their mind is open and full of knowledge. It has given them
the opportunity to keep growing everyday. By taking away this program There would be a
psychological impact in our daughters being that we would have to change them from schools where
they have been for so many years. We believe that eliminating this program would be a obstacle to their
success because this school really focuses on children learning, and working with them to an extent to
enable and work their critical thinking. Going back to a low ranking school due to the area we live in the
education would not be the same.

I hope that this is of any help and that the right decision is made! Everyone deserves a great education
especially out future which are our children! My daughters are Honor Roll Students and work so hard
daily! Thats what our children need! People that challenge them and work along side with them!
I thank God for Ed Choice and being able to have my daughters in Grove City Christian School!
Thank you,
Mariely D. ✨
Sent from my iPhone

